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bias fx 2 contains a huge range of different guitar amp emulation algorithms, including emulations of different guitar amps
models like emg, fender, peavey, marshall, vox, orange, ampeg, peavy, marshall and fender. you can instantly switch
between amps and hear how different amps sound while in the amps room. the software also features a wide range of

different guitar amp models. "bias fx is a true digital guitar effect", says philippe vinay, co-founder and ceo of bias. "and we
will make all of our software free and open source, to be used by anyone, with any device and without any software

restriction." the bias fx application allows players to virtually connect up to five guitar amps, cabinets, microphones and
effects. it can be played with any midi controller or with the digital input of your choice. bias fx can be used for live

performances or recordings. the app also includes several optional accessories, like an external mixer. to make the most of
the bias fx application, you must first create an individual amp and effects chain. the user can then plug his chosen guitar or
bass amp model into the guitar/bass interface. a combination of amp model and effects can be created as a custom amp. the

user can then mix and match the included effects such as distortion, compressor, limiter, eq, speaker and more, all in real
time. to simulate an entire virtual guitar rig, bias fx comes with the full range of essential guitar amplifier and effects models,
as well as effects chains. in addition to the basic guitar amplifier and effects models, bias fx contains all the major amp and
effects models from some of the most important guitar brands of the 1970s and 1980s. bias fx is available in two versions:

bias fx 2 - bias fx 2 is an immersive guitar rig with many essential guitar amp and effects models, as well as amp and effects
chains. you can apply the amp models to your own guitar or to an amp, and experiment with the models and amp/effects
chains. you can also customize your settings, and even save your settings as presets. bias fx 2x - bias fx 2x is an amp and
effects rig with several amp and effects models, amp and effects chains, and the same customization options as bias fx 2.
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With the switch, you can assign
each amp to an effects destination
and route the results to a stereo FX
bus. Shift controls the panning of

the signals for a combination of cab
emulation and stereo simulation.
You can plug in a spacer too to

widen the stereo distance if
desired. The Bias FX 2 has two amp

models and 4 presets – Classic
Marshall and Plexi – so you can get
started fast. Want to use BIAS FX 2
with BIAS Amp, or maybe just love

the clean sounds on BIAS FX 2?
BIAS FX 2's dual signal paths make

the amp modeling process very
intuitive. Plug in a guitar cable to
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one of the FXBends, and the other
signal path runs through BIAS Amp.
BIAS FX 2 is the perfect companion
for your digital audio workstation.

Use it to record, playback, and edit
multitrack loops and performances.
The firmware update allows you to
add looping capabilities to BIAS FX
2 while using the gain trims from a
BIAS Amp. BIAS FX LE gives you all
the same powerful tools available
on BIAS Fx 2, but is delivered as a

standalone application for easy
integration into your DAW. With

your BIAS FX LE module plugged in,
BIAS FX automatically imports your
custom BIAS Amp models and Amp
Match models, making it easy for

you to explore new sonic
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combinations. BIAS FX is simply the
best DAW amp modeling software
ever made. It features over 300
BIAS Amp models, which can be
loaded into BIAS FX 2 for instant
access. With the BIAS FX plugin,

you can use amps you already own,
or build your own. To load a BIAS

amp model, just create a new BIAS
Amp plugin, drag and drop the BIAS

amp model into it, and drop the
BIAS amp into the BIAS FX plugin.

You can record, record looping and
knob automation, the options are

endless! You can also apply EQ and
compression with BIAS FX, change

the amp’s cabinet and speaker
models, adjust the master level,
automate various functions, trim
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the gains, and much more. Once
it’s all setup, BIAS FX lets you

experiment with different tones like
you would with a real amp. If you
need some amp modeling help,
BIAS FX has Amp Match models
that can help you find a starting

point. 5ec8ef588b
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